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ABSTRACT
We describe Honk, an open-source PyTorch reimplementation of
convolutional neural networks for keyword spoing that are in-
cluded as examples in TensorFlow. ese models are useful for rec-
ognizing “command triggers” in speech-based interfaces (e.g., “Hey
Siri”), which serve as explicit cues for audio recordings of uerances
that are sent to the cloud for full speech recognition. Evaluation
on Google’s recently released Speech Commands Dataset shows
that our reimplementation is comparable in accuracy and provides
a starting point for future work on the keyword spoing task.
1 INTRODUCTION
Conversational agents that oer speech-based interfaces are in-
creasingly part of our daily lives, both embodied in mobile phones
as well as standalone consumer devices for the home. Prominent
examples include Google’s Assistant, Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa,
and Microso’s Cortana. Due to model complexity and computa-
tional requirements, full speech recognition is typically performed
in the cloud: recorded audio is transferred to a datacenter for pro-
cessing. For both practical and privacy concerns, devices do not
continuously stream user speech into the cloud, but rely on a com-
mand trigger, e.g., “Hey Siri”, that provides an explicit cue signaling
input directed at the device. ese verbal triggers also serve as
an acknowledgment that subsequent audio recordings of user ut-
terances will be sent to backend servers and thus may be logged
and analyzed. A recent incident where user privacy expectations
have not been met involves the Google Home Mini smart speaker,
when a reviewer discovered that the device was surreptitiously
recording his conversations without his knowledge or consent [3].
is incident demonstrates the importance of on-device command
triggering, which requires accurate, low-powered keyword spoing
capabilities.
Sainath and Parada [1] proposed simple convolutional neural
network models for keyword spoing and reference implemen-
tations are provided in TensorFlow. ese models, coupled with
the release of Google’s Speech Commands Dataset [2], provide a
public benchmark for the keyword spoing task. is paper de-
scribes Honk, a PyTorch reimplementation of these models. We are
able to achieve recognition accuracy comparable to the TensorFlow
reference implementations.
2 DATA AND TASK
A blog post from Google in August 2017 [2] announced the release
of the Speech Commands Dataset, along with training and inference
code for convolutional neural networks for keyword spoing. e
dataset, released under a Creative Commons license, contains 65,000
one-second long uerances of 30 short words by thousands of
dierent people. Additionally, the dataset contains such background
noise samples as pink noise, white noise, and human-made sounds.
ite explicitly, the blog writes:
e dataset is designed to let you build basic but
useful voice interfaces for applications, with com-
mon words like “Yes”, “No”, digits, and directions
included.
As such, this resource provides a nice benchmark for the keyword
spoing task that we are interested in.
Following Google’s demo, our task is to discriminate among 10
of the 30 short words, treating the rest of the 20 unused classes as
a single “unknown” group of words. ere is also one silence class
comprised of so background noise to avoid misclassifying silence.
erefore, in total, there are 12 output labels: ten keywords, one
unknown class, and one silence class.
3 IMPLEMENTATION
Honk, named aer local fauna, is an open-source PyTorch reimple-
mentation of public TensorFlow keyword spoing models,1 which
are in turn based on the work of Sainath and Parada [1]. In some
cases, as we note below, details dier between the two. We em-
barked on a PyTorch reimplementation primarily to maintain con-
sistency with the rest of our research group’s projects. However,
we feel that PyTorch has an advantage over TensorFlow in terms
of readability of the model specications.
Following the TensorFlow reference, our implementation con-
sists of two distinct components: an input preprocessor and the
convolutional neural network models themselves. All our code is
available on GitHub2 for others to build upon.
3.1 Input Preprocessing
Our PyTorch implementation uses the same preprocessing pipeline
as the TensorFlow reference (see Figure 1). To augment the dataset
and to increase robustness, background noise consisting of white
noise, pink noise, and human-made noise are mixed in with some
of the input audio, and the sample is randomly time-shied. For
feature extraction, a band-pass lter of 20Hz/4kHz is rst applied
to reduce the eect of unimportant sounds. Forty-dimensional
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coecient (MFCC) frames are then con-
structed and stacked using a 30-millisecond window size and a
10-millisecond frame shi.
1hps://github.com/tensorow/tensorow/tree/master/tensorow/examples/
speech commands
2hps://github.com/castorini/honk
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Figure 1: e input preprocessing pipeline.
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Figure 2: Convolutional neural network architecture for
keyword spotting.
For the actual keyword spoing, Sainath and Parada [1] pro-
posed to stack 23 frames to the le and 8 frames to the right at
every frame for the input. However, we followed the TensorFlow
implementation and use as input the entire one-second stack. at
is, our implementation stacks all 30-millisecond windows within
the one-second sample, using a 10-millisecond frame shi.
3.2 Model Architecture
e basic model architecture for keyword spoing, shown in Fig-
ure 2, comprises one or more convolutional layers followed by
fully-connected hidden layers, ending with a somax output. More
specically, an input of MFCCsX ∈ Rt×f is convolved with weights
from the rst convolutional layer,W ∈ Rm×r×n , where t and f are
the lengths in time and frequency,m and r are the width and height
of the convolution lter, and n is the number of feature maps. If
desired, the convolution can stride by s ×v and max-pool in p × q,
parameters which also inuence the compactness of the model.
Rectied linear units are used as the activation function for each
non-linear layer.
type m r n p q s v
conv 20 8 64 2 2 1 1
conv 10 4 64 1 1 1 1
somax - - nlabels - - - -
Table 1: Parameters used in the cnn-trad-pool2model.
type m r n p q s v
conv t 8 186 1 1 1 1
hidden - - 128 - - - -
hidden - - 128 - - - -
somax - - nlabels - - - -
Table 2: Parameters used in TensorFlow’s variant of
cnn-one-fstride4.
Sainath and Parada [1] proposed a model comprised of two con-
volutional layers (as described above) with a linear layer, a hidden
layer, and a somax layer for their full model, which they referred
to as cnn-trad-fpool3. ey also devised compact variants of
their full model that reduce the number of parameters and multi-
plies (for a low-power seing). We discuss our reimplementation
of the full model and its variants below.
3.2.1 Full Model. Our full model architecture is a faithful reim-
plementation of the full TensorFlow model, which diverges slightly
from the cnn-trad-fpool3model in the Sainath and Parada paper.
e TensorFlow model makes a few changes, selecting p = 2 and
q = 2 and dropping the hidden and linear layers in the original paper.
Surprisingly, we conrmed that this leads to beer accuracy for our
task. We refer to this variant as cnn-trad-pool2. For our task, with
an input size of 101× 40 and nlabels = 12, applying this architecture
(see details in Table 1) results in 2.77×107+7.08×107+3.32×105 =
9.88 × 107 multiply operations.
3.2.2 Compact Models. Sainath and Parada [1] proposed a few
compact variants of their full model that dier in pooling size
and the number of convolutional layers. Sacricing some accu-
racy, these variants have fewer parameters and multiply operations,
specically targeting low-powered devices.
We reimplemented all the variants but examined only Tensor-
Flow’s variant of cnn-one-fstride4 (see Table 2), since it obtains
the best accuracy out of the compact variants that restrict the num-
ber of multiplies performed. For our task, this architecture requires
5.76 × 106 multiplies, more than an order of magnitude less than
the number of multiplies in the full model. Note that only one con-
volutional layer is used for this model, and the TensorFlow variant
performs no increased striding in frequency or time (see Table 2).
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the purpose of aaining consistent comparisons, we closely
replicate the same setup as in the TensorFlow reference implementa-
tion. Specically, the task is to classify a short one-second uerance
as “yes”, “no”, “up”, “down”, “le”, “right”, “on”, “o”, “stop”, “go”,
silence, or unknown.
Model Full Compact
TensorFlow (TF) 87.8% ± 0.435 77.4% ± 0.839
PyTorch (PT) 87.5% ± 0.340 77.9% ± 0.715
PT with momentum 90.2% ± 0.515 78.4% ± 0.631
Table 3: Test accuracy along with 95% condence intervals
for PyTorch and TensorFlow implementations of the full
and compact models.
Following the TensorFlow implementation, we initialized all
biases to zero and all weights to samples from a truncated normal
distribution with µ = 0 and σ = 0.01. We used stochastic gradient
descent with a mini-batch size of 100, learning rates of 0.001 and
0.01 for the full and compact models, respectively. We also ran our
entire training/validation/test process using ve dierent random
seeds, obtaining a distribution of the model accuracy. For the full
model, approximately 30 epochs were required for convergence,
while roughly 55 epochs were needed for the compact model.
Deviating from the TensorFlow implementation, we also tried
training our models using stochastic gradient descent with a mo-
mentum of 0.9. e compact model had failed to converge with a
learning rate of 0.01, so the rate was decreased to 0.001. As shown
in Table 3, we nd that training with momentum yields improved
results, especially for the full model.
e Speech Commands Dataset was split into training, validation,
and test sets, with 80% in training, 10% in validation, and 10%
in test. is results in roughly 22, 000 examples for training and
2, 700 each for validation and testing. Mirroring the TensorFlow
implementation, for consistency across runs, the hashed name of
the audio le from the dataset determines which split the sample
belongs to. Specically, the integer value of the SHA1 hash of the
lename is used to place each example into either the training,
validation, or test sets.
To generate training data via the process described in Section 3.1,
Honk adds background noise to each sample with a probability of
0.8 at every epoch, where the noise is chosen randomly from the
background noises provided in the Speech Commands Dataset.
Our implementation also performs a random time-shi of Y mil-
liseconds before transforming the audio into MFCCs, where Y ∼
Uniform[−100, 100]. In order to accelerate the training process, all
preprocessed inputs are cached for reuse across dierent training
epochs. At each epoch, 30% of the cache is evicted.
We trained all our models using a workstation built from com-
modity hardware: dual GeForce GTX 1080 graphics cards, an i7-
6800K CPU, and 64 GB of RAM. is machine was more than suf-
cient to train the models in this paper, all of which required less
than 2 GB of GPU memory.
Our evaluation metric is accuracy, simply computed as the per-
centage of correct forced choice predictions out of the examples in
the test set. Results are shown in Table 3, where we compare the
PyTorch and TensorFlow implementations of the full and compact
models. e reported accuracy is the mean across all individual
runs, accompanied by the 95% condence interval. We nd that
the accuracies of the dierent implementations are comparable,
and the condence intervals overlap. is suggests that we have
faithfully reproduced the TensorFlow models.
5 OPEN-SOURCE CODEBASE
Beyond the implementation of the convolutional neural network
models themselves in our GitHub repository,3 our codebase in-
cludes a number of additional features:
• A utility for recording and building custom speech commands,
producing audio samples of the appropriate length and format.
• Test harnesses for training and testing any of a number of
models implemented in TensorFlow and those proposed by
Sainath and Parada [1]
• A RESTful service that deploys a trained model. e server
accepts base 64-encoded audio and responds with the predicted
label of the uerance. is service can be used for on-device
keyword spoing via local loopback.
• A desktop application for demonstrating the keyword spoing
models described in this paper. e client uses the REST API
above for model inference.
ese features allow anyone to replicate the experiments described
in this paper, and provide a platform that others can build on for
the keyword spoing task.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we describe how two convolutional neural network
models from Sainath and Parada [1] are implemented in practice
with TensorFlow, and we demonstrate that Honk is a faithful Py-
Torch reimplementation of these models. As evaluated with the
Google Speech Commands Dataset, we nd that the accuracies of
the implementations are comparable.
Directions for future work include exploring deployment on de-
vices with limited computing power, applying dierent techniques
to input data preprocessing, and developing a framework whereby
command triggers can be easily added.
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